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Abstract - Artificial Neural Systemsare a well-known technique used to classify and recognize objects.
Introducing the time dimension they can be used to forecast numerical series. NEMEFO is a
"nowcasting" tool, which uses both statistical and neural systemsto forecast meteorological data in a
restricted area close to a meteorological weather station in a short time range (3 hours). Ice, fog, rain
are typical events which can be anticipated by NEMEFO.
I. INTRODUCTION
Typical meteorological forecast systems base their methods on complex mathematical studies rather
than large databasescoming from satellites and ground weather stations. The approach of NEMEFO is
different: it' s a " nowcasting " system. A weather station collects meteorological data every fifteen
minutes and stores them in a database.The system analysesthese data and foreseestheir evolution up
to three hours in advance. NEMEFO can be configured to forecast several parameters such as
temperature, humidity, pressure, solar radiation, wind speed and direction and rain. It uses a weather
station which sampies these data at a given sampling rate. A statistical program, based on the Parzen
method [3], evaluates the cross correlation among these parametersand selects the best groups, in the
historical database,suitable to forecast the next three hours. This method is shown in section 111.These
data are used to train an artificial neural network [2], shown in section IV, ahle to forecast numerical
series.The time is added to this network to allow us to evaluate a temporal evolution. The systemhag
been tested on a five years databaseof actual data coming from an agricultural weather station. A set of
data was not used to train the network hut was used to test its performance. Results are shown in
section V.
11.A SHORT HISTORY
The project begun with the goal to predict the ice formation on a mountain highway. The idea was to
use a " data driven" approach to allow security systems to prevent the ice formation in advance.
Unfortunately data driven systems need the "ice event" to estimate its occurrence and nowadays this
information isn't available becauseno ice sensor is available on the market. Therefore we decided to
use an analytical model to verify the condition of ice on the road. This model is based on six
parameters:
Air temperature
Relative humidity
Wind velocity
Solar radiation
Road temperature
Precipitation
We decided to evaluate the evolution of thesedata to forecast the ice formation three hours in advance.

111.ST A TISTICAL

ESTIMA TOR

As we said in the introduction, the statistical tool' s [7] goal is to choose the betteTpredictors to predict
the meteorological data. The concept used is that of entropy; the formula is the following:

..e(x)=- f 10g(P(x
)).p(x}Ix (1)
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In this formula p(x) is the Probability Density Function (PDF) of a random variable x. e(x) is an index
of dispersion that lies in the range ]-00,+00[. Let Z be the vector of all the possible predictors that can be
used to foresee the variable y (predictand). Now let Xl and X2 be two particular subsetsof predictors
taken from Z. The number of elementsin Xl and X2 hagto be the same.In order to establish the best set
of predictors between Xl and X2 we calculated the following entropy difference:
d(X,y)= e(X,y )-e(X)=
=-flogP(X,y}P(X,y~dy+

(2)

+ flogP(X)'p(x~
where p(X,y) is the joint PDF of X and y and p(X) is the PDF of X (the predictors). But the problem is
that both PDFs are unknown, so that it's impossible to evaluate the integrals in (2). We circumvented
this problem by estimating the unknown PDFs through the Parzen [3] method. This method estimates
the unknown probability density functions making a sum of Gauss kerneis, each Olle centred on a
record of the historical database.The formula is the following:
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where,
0 D={X1,
,xo}: it's the observations' vector
0 n: databasedimension (number ofrecords)
0 Xj,Xjj:these are the j-th component of X and Xi
0 A: standarddeviation vector, A= ( Al, ,Am)
Each standard deviation in A regulates the resolution of the estimator along the corresponding
dimension.
In its turn this allowsus to estimate-

gay- d(Xl,Y) and d(X2,y). The best between Xl and X2 is the one

that gives rise to the smallest entropy difference.
For example für the prediction of the relative hurnidity one hauT ahead, we found that the best
predictors für the network were:
Humidity value one hour before theJorecast instant
Humidity value !wo hour before theforecast instant
Humidity gradient oJ the last Jour hours
Air temperaturegradient of the last Jour hours
Air temperature value !wo hour before theforecast instant
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IV. ARTIFICIAL NEURAL NETWORK
A neural network [1], considering the timing evolution of these parameters, seems to be the best
approachto foreseetime seriesdata and the probability of ice formation.
The system profile can be modelIed as the output of same dynarnic system, influenced by weather
variables, time and other environmental variables. A neural network with feedback can simulate a
discreet time dynamically system. The general feed-forward topologies with weights sharing can
representfeedback connections by unfolding in time the basic network. Of course using this technique,
feedback can be followed für a finite time (also arbitrary large). In this way general feed-forward
networks can simulate the dynamic systems,hut only für their transient behaviour. It's necessaryto
define a network topology (equations and connections). The relation between the network input and
output dependson several weights that can be modified. Then we must fix a training rule in order to
adjust the weights and, consequently, to reduce the difference between the network output and the real
value (target). We have used a feed-forward network with three layers:
..

Input layer
Hidden layer (5 neurons)
Output layer (1 neuron)
Each neuron has, as transfer function, the hyperbolic tangent function
tanh(x) =exp(x)-exp(- x)

(4)

exp(x)+ exp(- x)
.
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Figure 1.. Neural network scheme

We decided to use backpropagation rule to train the network. In this method we choose the weights in
order to minimize the squareerror on training set
E =tEV)= tto.s'[Y;V)-y;v)f
1=1

1=1
;=1

(5)
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The singularity of backpropagation[2] is how this expressionis minimized. First of all we fix the
weightsof the network.It's usualto chooserandomnumbersbetween-0.1 and0.1. Thenwe calculate
the networkoutput 5'V) andthe errorsE(t) with the previousweights.After we considerthe derivative
of E asto the weights:
F - w.y

=""~T F - net{t
.\: ).x{tJ\: )

(6)
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In this way we adjust the network weights, moving towards the opposite direction to the gradient. The
formula used is the following:
W/y

=W,y -learnin g - 1:ate. F - Wy

(7)

The first step hag been to simulate areal meteorological station using real data both für training and test
phase. We used the database from the meteorological station of Spilimbergo (P~), Italy. The
parametersobserved are the following:
Time
Air temperature (2 meters oi altitude)

.

RelativeHumidity
Windvelocity
Terraintemperature(10 centimetreso[ depth)
Solar radiation
Precipitation
The samplingis hourly. We havecollectedthe dataduringtheseperiods:
January- February (1998)
November - December (1998)

January- February(1999)
November- December(1999)
January- February(2000)
November- December(2000)
January- February (2001)
November - December (2001)
January- February (2002)

We used 10056training patterns,hourly sampledfrom January(1998) to February(2001) whereas
other2880patternssampledfrom November(2001)to February(2002)wereusedfür test.

V.RESULTS
In orderto judge the forecastquality, we calculatedthe VRC (VarianceReductionCoefficient)in this
war:
1N
N L(vl - y/Y
(8)
VRC=
Isl
~

1 N
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Numeratorrepresentsthe mean squareerraTwhereasdenominatorstandstor the varianceof the
training set. VRC is very meaningfulas it puts in evidencehow much meteorologicalparameter
variability is explainedby network inputs used.The more VRC is small the more the previsionis
careful.In the following table we reportedVRC valuestor eachprevision and eachmeteorological
parameter.
TableI: VRCvalues{or eachIJrediction
VARIANCE
Air
Temperature
Relative
Humidity
Terrain
Temperature
WindVelocitv
Solar
Radiation
Precipitation

27,99[(OC)1

VRC
VRC
1 hauT 2 hours
3,6%
8,7%

VRC
3 hours
13,9%

479,88

4,7%

20,9%

13,7%

11,37[(OC)~] 0,026% 0,063%

0,082%

1,39[(m/s)1 34%
11200
5,6%
[(W/m2)2]
0,33 [(mrn):.!] 7,2%

48,7%
13,2%

60%
19,8%

14,2%

19%

The resultsobtainedare good; only wind velocity caseisn't satisfactory.This bad result is due to the
smalltemporalscale of wind velocity in comparisonwith the forecastinterval. As example,we report
the graphicsrelativeto air temperature,
humidity andrain forecasts.
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Figure5: samplefrequency histogram (humidity)

From the previous graphs we can see that the forecast' s errors are very little, and in particular:
0
0
0

Air temperature: 3.6%
Air humidity: 4.7%
Rain: 7.2%

Figure 4 showsthat 50% of forecastpopulation(air temperature)hag an error includedbetween::I:
0,5°C whereas95% between ::I: 2°C. Regardsto humidity the 50% of forecasts hag an error between::I:

4.5%and95%between::I: 10%.Knowingthat the accuracyof the humidity andtemperaturesensorsare
respectively ::1:3.5%
and ::1:0.5%,
these results are very good. We can improve performances,increasing
the training patterns number. As regard as the evaluation of ice formation probability we used an

.

analytical model [7]. This model calculates the amount of ice that is present on the road at the end of
the forecast period. It needs receiving the forecast values of the meteorological parameters by the
forecast neural system described in the previous paragraph.Four modules make it up:
1stmodule: it [4,5,6] calculates water plus ice massbalance on the road.
2ndmodule: it [4,5,6] reckons water minus ice mass balance on the road. This modulus is used only
when the road temperature is O°C. In fact only in this caseit' s possible the water change phase.As far
as this processis concernedit' s very important the energy balance on the road.
3rd module: it calculates the snow heap and the snow melting on the road.

4th module: this module,accordingto the air - asphaltinterfacetemperature,
integrates
opportunely
the previous modules. On the starting integration instant we used the observed meteorological
parameterswhereason the last instant we used that one forecast.
As we hadn't the interface temperaturein the database,we calculated it with the following formula,
[ T210-ToJ .z
T(Z)=To+ 210.Rapp

(9)
,

where,
T0 : road temperature (10 centimetres01depth)
T210: air temperature ( 2 meter 01altitude)
Putting z= 10 in the formula, we get the interface temperature.The coefficient Rapp representsthe ratio
between asphalt and air thermal volumetric capacity. Rapp is necessary because we aren't in a
homogeneoussystem.We testedthe model on the period November (2001) - February (2002).
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Figure 6: Ice trend
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VI. CONCLUSION
Nowcasting seemsto be a new interesting topic in meteorological forecast. The possibility to have an
accurate estimate of the weather conditions in next three hours can be a useful tool for several
situations, such as ice on the road, fog, rain and so on. A powerful software, NEMEFO, was shown in
this paper. It's now used in someprototype weather situations in Italy and gives a good performance.
A reduced version is visible 24 hours a day at www .neuronica.nolito.it. Next version ofNEMEFO will
integrate the forecast of a network of stations to evaluateweather forecast for a large area.
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